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Share the experience that has
helped millions of people 

like you.

Ultra Mirage II Nasal Mask

Millions of people using positive airway pressure therapy

have benefited from ResMed�s Ultra Mirage Nasal Mask.

The Ultra Mirage II Nasal Mask combines the best of the

Ultra Mirage and other popular ResMed nasal masks.

It offers you a unique combination of comfort,

convenience, quietness and effectiveness.



Ultra comfortable

The Ultra Mirage II, with ResMed�s Mirage� dual-wall

cushion technology, offers vital comfort.

� The supportive inner layer provides stability.

� The soft outer membrane reduces the likelihood of
leaks and pressure sores.

� The cushion helps form a secure seal without the need
for tight headgear.

Ultra convenient

� Easy-to-fit, the Ultra Mirage II provides four convenient
cushion sizes�Standard, Large, Shallow and 
Shallow-wide.

� One hand is all it takes to adjust the forehead support
and choose one of four positions�numbered and
clearly marked for your convenience.

Ultra quiet

One of the quietest masks available, the Ultra Mirage II is

designed to help you enjoy restful sleep.

� The built-in air vent directs air away from you and
your partner.

� Distinctive design reduces the noise of air released
from the vent.

Ultra effective

The Ultra Mirage II gives you extra security and stability.

� The cushion clip keeps the mask cushion firmly
attached to the frame.

� Four points of attachment between the mask frame
and the headgear enhance stability.

Discover the ResMed difference 

ResMed Mirage represents premium, tried and trusted

products for positive airway pressure therapy.

The Ultra Mirage has been proving it for over five 

years�quietly. The Ultra Mirage II continues to redefine

what you can expect from the leading nasal mask in 

the market.

Soft Mirage 
dual-wall cushion
optimizes seal and
minimizes pressure on the
bridge of your nose 

Adjustable
forehead support
offers a choice of four
positions for better seal
and stability

Flexible, one-piece
forehead pads
conform to the shape of
your face

Unique air vent
design reduces noise by
directing the flow of air
that is being inhaled 
and exhaled

360° elbow
rotation lets you
choose the most
convenient tube position 


